To a Butterfly

The next morning my butterf ly lay on the grass under the black knight bush. The last drink was
not enough to sustain her. If I had found a tree with fresh sap, would she have lived?

Allison
Davis

I

once heard a story that had no

ending. It flew around the playground
in lisping whispers, told behind
hands made sticky by pine sap. We sat in
high branches, peeled bark scuffing our
thighs and knees and said, Touching
a butterfly’s wings will make it die.
We repeated this to each other until
someone would say let’s just see,
and we would all jump up, darting in
different directions, shaking bushes, and
scattering across the grass, each of us
determined to catch a butterfly and rub the
wings to see what would happen. Dark streaks
came off wings onto fingertips, but the butterflies
always escaped somehow, and we never learned if
the story was true, whether we had wiped away some kind of
magic fairy dust that would make them all fall from the sky.
I thought of this story again, so many years later, when I saw a butterfly sitting on the edge of the
sidewalk. It was a humid July afternoon, and I had been out walking for several miles when I noticed
it ahead on the path, black wings sharp against the vivid green of summer grass. I passed by, then
stopped and turned back, stooping down to look at it. Its antennae waved and its wings folded
up and down, but it didn’t move any further. The sun was thick and heavy above us, and I knew by
its slow movements that it needed shade and water. I placed my open hand on the ground beside
its legs. Carefully, the butterfly moved toward the edge of my palm, then walked up and into it. I
cupped my hand and stood, still expecting it to fly. But the wings just opened and closed, and it
was still. I started to walk.
I kept my fingers uncurled, careful not to touch its body. Part of me still wanted to brush the edge
of its wings and then let it go, following to see if it would fly. I stopped on the sidewalk, lifted the
butterfly to my lips and promised not to. Stay near me — do not take flight, I whispered, repeating
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lines from a poem I memorized years ago, lines
that kept the story of fragile wings alive in my
memory and made me feel a blend of comfort
and sadness for distant summer evenings of
my childhood spent trying and failing to catch
moths and fireflies. As I began to walk again, I
imagined myself as the poet, rushing at a sky of
butterflies, then suddenly wondered if a child
had already grabbed this one from the grass
and shaken its dusty wings.
Does it hurt them? My son asked me this as
we stood together in the butterfly garden of
the Audubon Insect Museum in New Orleans. It
was his fourth birthday, and we had wandered
through all the exhibits, pretending to be scared
of the termites and spiders. Finally, we found
ourselves at the butterfly exhibit entrance. As
soon as we walked in, they began landing on us.
He froze as one settled on his shirt, and I quickly
repeated the story: Don’t touch the wings. He
stared up at me and whispered back Why? I
hesitated and could only reply I don’t know.
Just don’t. He wanted to be still, not to disturb
them, but he made the smallest motion, and the
butterflies broke away in different directions. He
began to run, and they scattered up from plants
and ledges all around him as sunlight poured
through the windows.
Now I took slow, measured steps up and
down the steep hills into my neighborhood,
holding the butterfly face forward — did it
think it was still flying? I didn’t want to hurt it,
knew that I should leave it on the grass or lay it
beneath a tree, but I had flowers blooming in
my garden and wanted so much to give it the
pleasure of being transported to a quiet, shady
retreat. I didn’t want to admit yet what I already
knew. Even though it looked perfectly healthy,
my butterfly was dying. So I began to tell it a
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story as we walked, one I knew completely, the
story of itself.
You are Psyche, I said, a human girl born
beautiful, so much so that people began to
worship you instead of the gods. Aphrodite
grew jealous and sent her son Cupid to curse
you with the love of something terrible. But
even Cupid couldn’t resist you and fell in
love himself. You were transported by Zephyr
winds to a castle where you were waited on in
opulence and visited at night by a lover that
asked to remain unseen. You were happy and
loved and content until your sisters came and
convinced you that you were the mistress of
a monster. And so you lit the lamp, looked
on Cupid, and in waking him destroyed your
happiness. He fled, and you were left to
wander, trying to find your way back to Love.
You served other gods who sent you on and on
until you came to Aphrodite. Then, you had to
pass challenges before you could be accepted.
You sorted seeds, gained a golden fleece, and
walked through the underworld and back.
Love found you again, and you were granted
immortality. This is your story, I whispered to
my butterfly as we walked. But I heard the echo
of my son’s distant question. Why?
I looked down at my butterfly and remembered
other walks when the fall webworms left their
colonies, no longer following their silken threads
back to safety, but left them altogether to
migrate out along the concrete sidewalks and
roadways where they were smashed and burnt
by the sun. I had to step between their green,
hairy bodies as they squirmed and struggled,
looking for a place to rest. Why did they leave
the trees? How many would live? They would be
moths, if they found shelter, the sad sisters of
Psyche, but this butterfly too had its wormy start,
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teeming with legs, the pressure to eat and burst,
eat and burst. A caterpillar ripples and crawls.
It struggles to survive. From nests of webbing
strung between trees or from the underside of
leaves it chews its way out and eats and eats,
doubling and tripling its size, splitting open its
skin over and over as it grows. Very few would
worship this creature or find in it a beauty that
would conquer gods.
Psyche means soul, I told my butterfly as we
turned onto my street and walked down the
hill, nearly home. The butterfly escapes the
chrysalis as the soul does the body, its destiny
to be united eternally with Love in the realm
of the gods. We tell this story to see ourselves,
the caterpillar, our weak human body, longing
for the beauty of the Divine. Psyche’s journey
brings her back from death to sleep until Love
wakes her and she receives eternal life. The
caterpillar, too, takes on death by splitting
again, its skin sloughing into chrysalis. And it
sleeps, just as Psyche did on her return from
Hades, until its body changes. Its heart moves,
new veins grow into wings, until it wakes, takes
to the sky. The butterfly is Psyche unbound,
after she drinks ambrosia and is married
forever to Love, leaving behind human frailty
and all its trials.
Except the story breaks down. My butterfly
was still a body. Its wings were fragile. It had
many eyes but could not see clearly. It needed
shelter and shade. It grew weary. I held it
carefully as we passed under the crepe myrtles
and tulip poplars, beside the house with its
trailing ivy and lush gardenia bushes, and into
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my garden. Its body was so light I barely felt its
weight in my palm. On the edge of the garden,
a black knight bush bloomed. I placed my hand
against its purple blossom and slowly, the
butterfly moved forward onto the flower. I saw
its feet cling, and then it lowered its proboscis
and drank. It moved another inch tentatively,
and I stood watching awhile. It never flew away.
I had to go on, back inside. I left it there.
That night when it was dark in the garden,
I thought again of my butterfly and began
to look for what it really was. I wondered
what rivers it might have crossed, what
trees it had seen. Was it migrating? I
already knew that monarchs migrate. Three
generations, sometimes four, make their
way north, laying eggs on milkweed plants,
growing from caterpillar to chrysalis, flying
for hundreds of miles, and then completing
the whole cycle over again. They rest in
Canada, and then a super generation is born.
They enter diapause, slowing down their
biological needs in order to journey across
the continent. These super-butterflies take
cues from the length of the days and use
light to guide them south again, home to
quivering hives of wings in a forest on a
mountaintop three thousand miles away.
How can butterflies have such strength?
How can their wings last so long? Had my
butterfly traveled distant lands? Had it felt
the sun’s beams guiding it? Did our walk
lead it astray?
And so I thought of its body out in my garden
as I looked up what it could mean. It had black

wings with iridescent blue and small orange
spots. It was large and covered my palm. We
were in Georgia, near a forest and lake, not
too far from the mountains. I followed these
characteristics until I saw its image and found its
name, a red spotted purple, limenitis arthemis.
I began to read and quickly discovered that
my butterfly preferred tree sap and dung and
rarely fed on flowers. Its caterpillar was bumpy
and grotesque, brown and green, with small
spikes and hulking antennae. It had adapted to
resemble bird droppings for camouflage, and its
chrysalis looked dull and slimy. It did not migrate.
It was from the forest right outside my garden,
had probably grown near me its whole life.
I read on and suddenly, there it was: the “dust”
on butterfly wings is hundreds of aerodynamic
scales that help with the precision of flight. I
could see the diagrams and label every part.
The butterfly was not a mythic creature, but
a specific body, located in time, with definite
needs, tied to a place, with earthy, scaly wings.
Yet I still wanted to know its story, to shape
its meaning. I grasped at its name — limenitis
arthemis — “of harbors or haven” and “from
Artemis, goddess of the hunt.” I pushed the
words to make it my own — my butterfly, the
red spotted purple, searching for a haven from
the hunt, a harbor from the wild. I stood in
my doorway and looked out into the moonlit
garden. I couldn’t see through the darkness,
but I listened for the sound of her wings as I
told her this story.
I am Psyche. I live in the shadows,
wandering in half-knowledge, searching in

my own way for a haven from the wild. I light
a lamp. If I can label, identify, maybe then I
can understand and control what drives me.
I don’t know what lies beyond the chrysalis,
can’t say what the great sleep will bring. Is
there any transformation? My butterfly, we
are fragility and strength, myth and science,
body and soul. The hope of our story comes
with the awakening. Psyche is found by
Love and then welcomed by the gods. Her
destiny was not half-knowledge and fear of
the unknown in the darkness. It was not toil
and suffering. It was not death. The chrysalis
bursts. We rise to the sky.
The next morning my butterfly lay on the
grass under the black knight bush. The last
drink was not enough to sustain her. If I had
found a tree with fresh sap, would she have
lived? I sat down beside her on the rough pine
straw and reached out my hands. I brushed
her wings and felt the dust, the scales, falling
across my fingertips. Her wings were soft and
strong, a netted, feathery firmness beneath
my gentle pressure. They marked me with her
coloring.
What had I carried in my palm? What had
fallen in my path and used me to fly again?
Days later, I found the clear husk of a chrysalis
fastened to my patio chair. The impression of
eyes and folded veins were still visible in its thin
skin. The empty shell rustled in the summer
breeze as I stood with the sunlight falling all
around me. Suddenly I felt again the tiny legs
walking into my open hand and the lightness
when she left me, lifted away.
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